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A New Hot-Electron-Induced Threshold Voltage Degradation Modet
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Based on the meehanism that hot-electron injected and trapped
in the gate-oxide region is the main cause of the parameters
degradation for short-channel nMOSFET's, a ne\ry threshold
voltage degradation model is derived, in which, the nagative
feedback effect of trapped electron is included, and the
saturation trend of degradation is predicted.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hot-electron-induced nMOSFET's degradation

has been thought to be due to hot electron

trapped in the gate oxide and/or Si-SiOz

interface-trap generation [1-?], However, in

recent works, it has been shown that the trapped

electron in the gate oxide near the drain is the

main cause for nMOSFET's degradation [8,9].

Trapped electron induces degradation of some

important parameters, such as threshold voltage,

transconductance and subthreshold slope, for
nMOSFET's. In general, the relationship between

threshold voltage degradation AV.p and stress

time t is empirically f itted to AVT -tn
(n:0.5-0.?5) [1],[6]. In our paper, a new formula

for the relationship between threshold voltage

shift AV.f and stress time t is derived, which

based on the mechanism that hot-electron
injected and trapped in the gate-oxide region is
the main cause of the parameters degradation

for short-channel nMOSFET's. The good

agreement between calculated results from our
model and experiment data shows that the
preceding model is correct, Furthermore, our

c-6-3

model include the nagative feedback effect of
trapped electron and can indicate the saturation
trend of the nMOSFET's degradation.

2. PHYSICAL MODEL

In short channel nMOSFET's, there is a hieh
and namow electric field in the channel region

near the drain [10J. Fig.l shows the lateral
electric field distribution along Silicon surface
simulated by FUMOS tlll (Fudan University
MOSFET Simulator). Carriers in this hieh field
region can be accelerated into high energy and

some of them can be injected into the gate

oxide. Although the distribution of hot electron
has a high energy tail, the distribution of hot-
electron in the channel can be approximated by
Boltzman distribution with electron temperature
Te higher than lattice temperature To. The
electron density with energy ranging from E to
E+dE is given by :
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where Te is

modeled as a

channel [12J.
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Fig.l Lateral electric field distribution along

Si surface, simulated by FUMOS

The distribution of electric field in the gate

oxide of nMOSFET's is shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2 Electric field distribution in gate

oxide at general bias condition (Vd>Vg>0)

'l'he direction of oxide electric field in region

B is opposite to that in region A. Hot electrons

injected in the oxide of region A will be

accelerated to gate, Hot electrons iniected in

region B will lose their energy and some of

them will trap in oxide traps to be trapped

charge, while the others devote to the gate

current, see Fig.3. Some oxide traps are

intrinsic and others are generated by injected

electron temperature, it
function of lateral electric

can be

field in
cafrlers.
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Fig.3 energy band diagram for region B

Electrons with energy higher than E^, have

ehance to be injected into oxide, only those

electrons with energy ranging in E1 and E2 will
lose all their energy and trap in oxide traps to
be the nagative trapped charge. The increasing

rate of trapped electron number in oxide is equal

to the number of electrons in channel, moving

toward Si-SiO2 interface with energy ranging

from E2 to E, :
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where, Q(t) is the trapped charge density per

unit area in oxide, Il is a fitting parameter after
considering the tunneling effect and the
probability for an electron from the Si substrate

deep to the interface without inelastic collision.

Along with the increase of trapped charge in
the gate oxide, the energy band of Si in region B

will be raised, so the trapping probability for
hot-electron will be decreased. The shift of Er
(see Fig.3) can be written as i
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where p(x,t) is the volume charge density of

trapped charge, and € is a fitting parameter

related to the distribution of trapped charge. In

[13], the distribution of trapped charge in oxide

is thought to be uniform for n+-polySi. We use

a fitting parameter to include non-uniform

distribution case.

After considering the change of energy band

eq. (2) becomes :
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3. COMPARISION WITH EXPERIMENT DATA

The comparision between the calculated results

with eq.(7) and experiment data is shown in

Fie.4. In eq.(5). it predicts that the trapped

electron in oxide will trend towards saturation

whiie increasing the stress time.
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Fig.4 The relationship between AV"' and

stress time t.
EtrE experiment data from [61

calculated results

The saturation trend is caused by the negative

feedback effect of trapped charge, that is,

increasing the trapped charge will decrease the

trapping probability of electron. The good

agreement between the calculated results and

experiment data confirmed that the threshold

voltage degradation for nMOSFET's is mainly

caused by trapped-electron in the gate oxide

region, and this degradation can trend towards

saturation.

4. DISCUSSION

The hot hole has little influence on nMOS-

FET's parameters degradation at general applied
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Solving eq.(4), we can get the following formula

for Q(t) :

Q(t): - PU - "-otJ
where,
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The trapped electron raise the energy band

level near the drain, this result in the increase

of MOSFET's threshold voltage as well as some

reliability problem. The threshold voltage of

nMOSFET's in linear region is equal to the gate

voltage that makes Si surface of region B strong

inversion. So. the shift of nMOSFET's threshold

voltage can be calculated by l

where,
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5. CONCLUSION

A rew threshold voltage degradation mod€l is

derived, in which, the nagative feedback of
trappsd electron to electron trapping has been

ificludsd. The good agreenent betyE€n n€s mod€l

and exp€rim€ntal data comfirmod the meshanism

that nMOSFET'g desradation is mainly caused by

trapped electron in oxide r€gion. The new model

can indicate the eatu?ation trsnd in th€

nMOSFET's degradation.
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